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ANTIFERENCE DAB2301 
DAB AERIAL £15

u
If you can get breakup-free DAB reception with a bit of damp string 

hanging from the back of your tuner, this aerial will bring you no 

benefits. For the other half of the population though, it could be a godsend. 

It’s designed for outside use, but can equally well go in the loft or anywhere 

else – the higher the better. It’s dimensioned for the DAB band and, being 

omnidirectional, will use to the full DAB’s advantage of being able to pick 

up two transmitters simultaneously, boosting signal strength. Typical of 

Antiference’s products, it’s sturdy and easy to assemble and is light enough 

to mount safely with only two screws. You’ll need some good quality cable 

to go with it, but if you’re in any doubt about the strength of your DAB 

signal don’t hesitate to buy this!

� 01543 267160 q www.antiference.co.uk

WIREWORLD CHROMA 5 
DIGITAL INTERCONNECT (COAXIAL) £30

t
The price of two CDs isn’t really all that much to ask for a specialist 

cable, and you get quite a lot for the money here. Conductors are 

stranded oxygen-free copper with polythene insulation, which is basic but 

good quality stuff. In contrast, the plugs are funky PTFE insulated affairs 

with a tubular copper centre pin. It’s a practical cable, too, nice and flexible. 

In use it easily proved its worth over giveaway digital leads, with a 

beautifully clear sound that seemed to arise from a ‘blacker’ background 

than previously. Really upmarket leads can add a greater degree of 

precision, but for this kind of money we like Chroma 5 a lot.

� 020 8992 9100 q www.wireworldaudio.co.uk

CLEARER AUDIO COPPER-LINE 
POWER CABLE £95 (1M)

t
Quite frankly, even if this cable made no difference whatsoever to the 

sound you’d want it, wouldn’t you? Just how impressive is that mains 

plug? But we’re equally impressed by the fact that this cable can actually be 

handled and positioned without using tools – far too many mains wires are 

completely unmanageable. This is due to the flexible yet thick conductors 

and shielding, factors which presumably (together with Caig-treated plug 

and Wattgate IEC connector) contribute to its ‘sound’, or rather the sound 

improvement it brings to amps and source components. Expect subtly 

improved detail and deeper images. Recommended.

� 01702 543981 q www.cleareraudio.com

PRO-JECT HEADBOX MKII
HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER £75

u
It’s a truism that the headphone outputs built into most equipment 

are a bit of an afterthought and seldom worthy of high-grade cans. 

So, this tiny bit of kit usefully fills a market niche, as it is priced below most 

similar products. It has the essential features: line in, line out (wired straight 

to the line input, saving cable splitters), volume control and one headphone 

jack. Inside is a moderately sophisticated power amp expressly designed to 

pump a few tens of milliwatts into typical headphones, a job it fulfils with 

considerable style. Bass is strong and tuneful, treble effortless and midrange 

liquid and detailed, and images seem to extend far in all directions. There’s 

enough volume rattle your head should you wish it – more to the point, 

enough to compensate for under-mastered recordings – and all in all this 

does a lot to realise the potential of good headphones. 

� 01235 511166 q www.project-audio.com
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